
everything e    ists somewhere.
Designed to take care of the nuts and bolts of your organisation

simply, intuitively & effectively, so you don’t have to.

eveXso is a seamless integration tool to help you 
expertly manage your inventory, whether it’s products, people, assets or 

even animals.

It is a cost-effective and efficient system of tracking the necessary components of your business. EVerything 
EXists SOmewhere, and we help you know where everything is at a glance. 

Streamline your business management with this intelligent inventory tracking software. Our second-to-none 
performance statistics will help you improve your service. Best of all, it’s so easy to setup and use that eveXso 

can be up and running, after a simple 5 minute training session. 

We have been in the business of providing down-to-earth approaches to business management for more 
than 60 combined years, giving practical and specific 

understanding for your particular business needs.



For Warehouse Operators
eveXso makes it easy for the warehouse operators to see what needs to be done in simple, intuitive iPad 
and iPod touch applications.

• Group operators into teams or shifts. 
• Filtering allows the users to further define the information they see.

• Colour coding highlights current issues. 

For Warehouse Management
eveXso provides a number of great tools for warehouse supervisors to track and manage work within their 

teams.
• See the progress of work from anywhere allows the re-deployment of resources to where they are 

needed within the supply chain
• Issues in any part of the process are flagged in real time allowing faster investigation and resolution of 

those problems.

For Sales People
eveXso feeds back the status of sales orders in real time for the sales team to track.
• Order filtering options allow the list of orders to be limited by Company, Sales Team or just your orders. 

You can also filter orders by date, date range or see orders which have issues only
• Colour coding makes issues and order status instantly jump out
• Get notified of issues immediately they crop up with no manual communication from the warehouse 

operators, then answer or communicate with the customer quickly

For Business Management
eveXso gives an instant overview of the business both with current work and historical performance along 
with that, let’s face it, eveXso looks cool.

Show your business processes off with confidence to prospective customers, attract and retain staff with 
the well-managed, clear workflow everyone wants to make the day run smoothly.



eveXso Functionality
Wrapped around the standard warehouse management features is a sophisticated 
intelligence & notification system. Our notification system tracks send and read times 
as well as the resulting actions. Communication is efficient and clear. No emails, no doubts.

EVerything EXists SOmewhere
A product cannot simply exist, it must be somewhere physical, whether it is a bin location, sitting on a dock, 
in a truck or in someone’s office. No inventory simply be created, it must be clear where it came from and 
where it was put.

 
Benefits of eveXso
eveXso is modern, scalable and sophisticated. It has the following main benefits and efficiencies:

 No lost paperwork - eveXso is 100% paperless

 Prioritisation - work is presented in the order it should be done, not the order it   
       was created

 Eliminate re-keying - eveXso “reports back” to your ERP what was actually supplied.

 Real time visibility - For supervisors, managers and sales staff. Colour coding and 
      filtering make finding issues simple and fast.

EveXso requires minimal training and understanding because the user interface replicates the physical 
movement.
This feature is most obvious when ‘drag-and-drop’ is used to pack boxes, move between pallets and load 
vehicles.
The use of Apple touchscreen devices means that users are generally familiar and comfortable with the 
method of control.



Goods Receipt

• Simple and intuitive iPod application with attached scanner where required.
• Load purchase orders from your ERP
• Booking in purchase orders allows the goods inwards team to manage workflow 

and provides additional security for sales staff wanting to promise stock from 
incoming orders.

• Bookings can be for a single vendor or multiple vendors
• One simple receipt screen shows the status of the items being received
• Collect new product barcodes using our simple barcode collection tool (scanner 

required)
• Create put away items simply and quickly using a fast and intuitive wizard
• Forklift drivers / warehouse staff and managers can see what items are waiting 

to be put away.

Movements and Replenishments

• Simple and intuitive iPod application with attached scanner where required.
• Replenishment tasks are auto generated and prioritised by eveXso to ensure 

picks can be fulfilled first time.
• eveXso tells the replenisher from which location to replenish based on Date 

code or FIFO as appropriate. No need for guessing / manual labelling



Picking
eveXso has 3 picking options:

• SINGLE ORDER - Creates and picks all orders separately
• BULK - Wave picking. Pick all items required for a run and deliver them to the staging area for packing / 

loading
• BULK BY CUSTOMER - This is a hybrid of the above, it picks all orders for a customer together, this is 

used mainly where a customer will send through multiple small orders all for the same day and delivery 
location.

The process for picking:

• Orders are fetched or sent from the ERP system
• Picks are created in one of the 3 picking methods.
• Picking Application
• Simple and intuitive iPad application
• Picks are filtered and prioritised based on the users options to instantly show them what needs to be 

done
• The user can follow the specified and optimised pick route or start at any given location
• The pick screen is simple and intuitive. Colour coding is used to instantly highlight when carton inners 

are required. 
• Build, complete, weigh and label pallets where required



Packing

Packing is used in eveXso to considerate split carton products into make up boxes to improve 
loading and provide the customer with a great way of checking off the delivery at the other 
end.

• Simple and intuitive iPad application or browser based web application.
• Packing requirements are filtered based on the user’s settings.
• Drag and drop items into packs.
• Split items across packs
• Capture random weights
• Print detail labels including what products are in that particular box.

Loading

eveXso loading is extremely powerful and offers a huge range of configurability options.

• Simple and intuitive iPad application
• Loads can only be created when all required work is complete.
• Guided carton or pallet loading options
• Load plans reflect the truck onto which they are being loaded. For example if the truck has a freezer 

compartment at the front then all frozen items would be loaded first.
• Drag items onto the truck as they are loaded.



Stocktake and Stock Check

As eveXso is 100% real time there is technically no need to “Freeze” 
stock for major stocktake, although that is certainly an option.

Stocktake Application:

• Simple and intuitive iPod application with scanner
• Scan locations and products to move quickly between products
• Simple quantity capture screen

Stockcheck Application:

• Simple and intuitive iPod application
• Randomly check Pick Faces or perform full item counts
• Issues are flagged to the inventory management team where appropriate

Latest Technologies

eveXso is cloud based and uses web services to deliver content and process requests.

This allows us to quickly and easily integrate with many state of the art software systems 
such as ERP solutions.



Performance statistics

If you want to make improvements within your operation the first thing you need to do is 
measure.
The baseline can then be used by Management to assess what changes should be made and, when 
implemented, whether those changes actually translate to improvements. This might sound obvious but 
measurement of warehouse activity is not something that is usually possible.

Every time a user completes a physical task in eveXso, a “Timestamp Record” is collected 
and stored. This single record contains all the information about the task. 

For example, for each pick the record includes:

•	 When – the exact time and date
•	 What – what product was picked and how many
•	 Where – the warehouse, warehouse section and Bin location
•	 Why – the customer, order required date and requested quantity
•	 Who – the logged-on user who performed the task

This means that eveXso collects a huge quantity of raw statistical data which can be ‘mined’ 
to measure operational efficiency (by both speed and utilization) in nearly real-time.

Whilst a Business Intelligence (BI) tool is needed to do this, the data is so granular than 
most operational functions can be analysed to improve understanding.



eveXso setup is simple and quick.

Once the nuts and bolts of your warehouse and operations have been configured, customers, inventories 
and sales orders are loaded within minutes. Once you have downloaded the eveXso iPad and iPod applica-
tion you are ready to go!

Infrastructure

The main requirements are that you have a reasonable internet connection and that you have a wireless 
network in your warehouse.

eveXso is cloud based. This means you don’t need any new processing or storage devices in the form of 
Servers and Drives. All of the processing and storage is done on Amazon servers and is scalable to your 
business. This minimises both capital and ongoing costs and the level of expertise needed to maintain in-
house systems.

Apple touchscreen devices for your warehouse are cheap and easy to source. There are now a variety of 
different installation options using off-the-shelf components to meet specific requirements. And once 
they’re in place the installing and upgrading of software is easy and can even be done remotely with the 
right set-up.

Configurability

eveXso has been designed with the flexibility to suit most warehousing and fulfilment models.

This configuration is done as part of the ‘set-up’ of the software rather than requiring customisation. 
EveXso is able to use a variety of different methods of integration with your existing ERP to overcome any 
limitations.

For more information or to arrange a demonstration, please contact us:

     info@evexso.com       www.evexso.com


